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Over the past 30 years Roché has built a reputation for providing 
quality products and an unrivalled service. We offer an extensive 
range of physical security products such as shutters, grilles, roller 
garage doors, sectional doors, gates and barriers, as well as awnings, 
glass rooms and glass verandas.

Our experience spans projects of all sizes and types, from one-off 
installations to repeat customers with changing requirements. 
On-site manufacturing facilities give us complete control over 
specifications and the flexibility to adapt lead times to suit customers’ 
needs. We meet independent quality control standards, including BS 
EN ISO 9001: 2000, and all products are CE marked. 

The company is a member of The Door & Hardware Federation, 
Construction Line, the Guild of Master Craftsmen and a partner of 
RIBA (Royal Institute of British Architects), with all products featured 
on the NBS Plus service. Our insurance-approved shutters and grilles 
have passed strict testing by the Loss Prevention Certification Board 
(LPCB) and Secured by Design, while our awnings and glass room 
products are installed on behalf of leading German designers 
Markilux and Weinor. 

Call 01691 650600 to arrange a site survey and 
a no obligation quotation.
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1. Shutters and high speed doors, see pages 4-7
2. Security grilles, see pages 8-9
3. Roller garage doors and other physical security, see pages 10-11
4. Awnings, see pages 12-13
5. Glass rooms and verandas, see pages 14-15
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SECURITY SHUTTERS

Protect a residential property with 
unobtrusive domestic shutters. Designed 
to prevent break-ins and add privacy, 
these products will keep main entrance 
points secure while still providing 
convenient access when required.

DOMESTIC SHUTTERS
This collection has a shutter for every 
business, including shops, offices and 
storage units. Roché can accommodate a 
range of opening sizes, with optional 
vision slats to display products and RAL 
colours to match branding.

COMMERCIAL SHUTTERS
With extensive engineering expertise, 
Roché can tailor a solution for even the 
largest openings. These steel shutters 
come with a choice of control options and 
can be used in applications such as 
warehouses and storage facilities.

INDUSTRIAL SHUTTERS

Roché design, manufacture and install a wide variety of security roller shutters 
and our products and services are specified worldwide. Projects span numerous 
market sectors from light commercial through to heavy industrial applications. 
We manufacture a range of aluminium and steel shutter solutions and offer fire 
shutters certified to up to 4 hours of protection. Our LPCB insurance approved 
products are specified in high security locations such as banks, airports and 
government buildings. Maximum sizes, mode of operation and aesthetics will 
be dependent on application and our surveyors will advise accordingly.

Improve light flow without affecting 
security. Our vision range includes 
aesthetically pleasing transparent 
designs with slots or perforated holes 
and tube and link designs. 

VISION SHUTTERS

Our flexible high speed doors include 
roll-up and fold-up designs for internal 
and/or external use. They are suitable for 
applications such as warehouses and 
loading bays, although they can be used 
in a diverse range of environments.

HIGH SPEED DOORS

When combined with an alarm panel 
FS shutters will automatically descend 
in the event of a fire. They have been 
awarded ratings of 1, 2 and 4 hours by 
Exova Warringtonfire.

FIRE SHUTTERS

These products meet the Loss Prevention 
Certification Board’s LPS 1175 standards 
for higher resistance against forced entry. 
The Elite range includes shutters with 
security ratings between SR1 and SR4.

INSURANCE APPROVED

Restrict temperature flow with these 
insulated shutters. Each slat is double 
skinned, housing a layer of foam 
insulation to reduce heat transfer 
through the surface.

INSULATED SHUTTERS



1. The highly customisable E37 roller shutter
2. Single skin S76 steel shutter for medium to high levels of security
3. M511 insulated aluminium shutter is suitable for openings up to 12m²
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SECURITY SHUTTER
PRODUCTS
Applications include - Domestic, commercial, retail, industrial, agricultural, 
education, government and military, storage and parking.
Customisable appearance - Extensive choice of colours and finishes with 
vision and ventilation options. Roché benefits from in-house powder coating 
for RAL colour matching. 
Choice of operation systems - Electric operation with remote, push button, 
timed closure, mobile phone and/or group controls. Manual override facilities 
are available to provide operation in the event of power failure. 
If a manual system is preferred, control options include cord belt, 
spring and lock and hand chain operation.

Please see product datasheets for detailed specifications.

*These shutters can be solid (E / T), vision (P / V) or a combination of both as necessary.

Security Level

Low to Medium

Medium to High

Application

Domestic

Commercial

Industrial

Shop Front

Vision Option

Insulated

Fire Rated

LPCB Elite Option

Optional Extras

Powder Coating

Round Box/Housing

Ventilation Slots

Access Control 
Systems

M411/
M511 

Euro
Look

Tube
& Link

Fire
Shutters

High
Speed
Doors T55 E37* T77* S76* i95 i100



1. Extruded aluminium V77 shutter, ideal for commercial and shop front applications
2. The insulated i95 can be powder coated to suit your colour scheme
3. The i100 range suits large aperture openings
4. FS fire shutters can be programmed to auto close on an alarm signal
5. S76 steel shutters have a maximum surface area of up to 72m2
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SECURITY GRILLES

Roché’s entry level grille. The Diamond 
can be used in low risk residential and 
light commercial properties, such as 
student accommodation, care homes 
and retail premises.

DIAMOND X/S
Having been tested by the Loss Prevention 
Certification Board (LPCB), the Classic has 
achieved insurance approved status. 
The SR1 rated grille has multi point 
locking with a single key.

CLASSIC X1/S1
This retractable grille meets the LPCB’s 
SR2 requirements, making it suited to 
high risk premises. It is bolt cutter resistant 
and has been bomb blast tested, showing 
strength against various threat types.

VULCAN X2

Security grilles maximise natural light without compromising security. They act 
as a powerful deterrent to criminals, with a choice of security levels to match 
different applications. Our insurance-approved Loss Prevention Certification 
Board (LPCB) designs have been awarded security ratings between 1 and 3 and 
are suited to high risk properties. Access is via a multi point locking system and 
all solutions are made to measure, with a choice of X or S shaped lattices and 
fixed or retractable bars. To maintain a building’s aesthetics the grilles and 
burglar bars are white as standard and the security shield is black, although 
other colours are available on request.

Roché’s most secure grille has been 
awarded an SR3 rating, for very high 
protection against forced entry. The 
Centre for the Protection of National 
Infrastructure (CPNI) has also approved it 
for UK Government use.

ECLIPSE X3
A perforated steel mesh to protect 
windows from vandalism. It maximises 
natural light while retaining its strength, 
and is commonly used on at-risk ground 
floor windows.

SECURITY SHIELD
These 20mm steel bars rotate to 
withstand hacksaws, although they can 
be fixed in place if required. They are 
fitted horizontally or vertically and are 
suitable for windows and other openings.

BURGLAR BARS



1.  Roché’s most secure grille, the Eclipse X3 
2. The Vulcan X2 maximises natural light in these ground floor offices
3. The Classic S1’s retractable design is ideal for patio doors
4. Close-up of the Diamond S lattice

1
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ROLLER 
GARAGE DOORS

OTHER PHYSICAL SECURITY

Our best selling roller garage door. 
Insulated aluminium slats minimise heat 
loss, and a choice of colours, wood 
finishes and options means you can 
create an aesthetic which complements 
any property.

CLASSIC

Designed for garages with limited 
overhead space. The Compact has a 
smaller slat profile and box size, enabling 
you to enjoy all the advantages of the 
Classic, in a neat, small-scale design. 
An ideal solution if space above the door 
is restricted.

COMPACT

Roché has more than 30 years’ experience in physical security; a background 
which has helped us develop garage doors to protect the most vulnerable part 
of the home. Premium details, a versatile design and a made-to-measure build 
ensure a perfect installation. They are powered by advanced Somfy motors, 
with remote control operation, a courtesy light and alarm, and a wide choice of 
colours and painted wood effects, all as standard. To suit all garage specifications 
we offer three different designs; the Classic, Compact and Elite. 

Roché work with the world’s leading suppliers to offer the highest quality 
products on the market. Each of these products is made to measure and 
therefore completely customisable to your requirements.

ELITE

For an uncompromising level of 
protection, the Elite meets insurance 
approved strict security standards. It has 
passed testing by the Loss Prevention 
Certification Board (LPCB), achieving an 
SR1 rating for resistance to forced entry.

Comprising individual steel or aluminium 
panels, sectional doors provide effective 
temperature management and are 
commonly found in premises with varying 
climate zones. Electric operation affords 
convenience, and it is possible to add 
vision windows if required.

SECTIONAL DOORS

Experienced designers will create a 
completely unique gate, perfectly in 
keeping with its surroundings. It can be 
crafted from hardwood, aluminium alloy 
or mild steel, while a choice of systems 
like intercoms, keypads and underground 
magnetic loops ensure ease of access.

ENTRANCE GATES

Ensure only authorised personnel can 
enter your property. These systems can 
be customised to suit your requirements, 
with a wide range of access methods 
available. 

AUTOMATIC BARRIERS



1.  Colour matched Elite garage doors
2. 40mm sectional doors, used in a commercial application
3. The Ditec automatic barrier offers a choice of entry methods
4. A bespoke hardwood entrance gate

1
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AWNINGS

The traditional wall mounted retractable 
awning is popular in retail, bars and 
restaurants, as well as domestic 
applications. Choose from different sizes 
and styles, with cassette, semi cassette 
and open designs available. 

PATIO

Block glare and heat transfer with a 
conservatory awning. These roof 
mounted designs can be fitted either 
under or over the glass. As with all of 
Roché’s awnings, it will be finished in 
your choice of colour and style.

CONSERVATORY

Make the most of outdoor space with a commercial awning. 
Roché install award-winning products from leading German designers 
Markilux and Weinor. These awnings will increase customer comfort levels and 
usable floor space. Classic folding arm wall mounted awnings are a popular 
commercial solution, although we also offer roof and frame supported shading 
systems. Each awning is customised to suit your requirements, and we have a 
wide choice of fabrics which can be sign written to enhance brand prominence. 
Additional accessories include remote control heating and lighting.

FABRIC ROOF & BUTTERFLY

These freestanding or partially supported 
awnings are capable of covering large 
areas. A solution for open spaces, or 
exposed areas requiring extra stability. 
The cover is still retractable, for shading 
on demand.

Vertical and drop arm awnings prevent 
light ingress and control room 
temperature. Side blinds extend 
horizontally from a wall, providing outside 
spaces with privacy and protection from 
low lying sun. 

VERTICAL & SIDE BLINDS
Roché’s awning covers are made from 
technologically advanced materials. 
The fabric can be light and air 
permeable, waterproof and UV stable as 
required. Choose from an assortment of 
colours and patterns.

FABRICS ACCESSORIES

With the availability of integrated sun 
and wind sensors, as well as remote 
control heating and lighting systems, 
you’ll find everything you need to 
complement your commercial awning. 



1. Markilux Syncra 2 butterfly awning with a Sunvas striped cover design
2. Markilux 780 conservatory awnings
3. Weinor Plaza Pro with a sign written Vertitex vertical awning
4. The Markilux Pergola twin fabric roof provides shading for large areas
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GLASS ROOMS
& VERANDAS

This elegant glass roof is a standout 
example of German engineering, with a 
sturdy aluminium and safety glass 
construction and details like integrated 
guttering available. It adds all weather 
protection, making patios usable all year 
round.

TERRAZZA

Glass elements can be used to enclose 
the Terrazza. Find a balance between 
fresh air and a comfortable temperature 
with a combination of fixed and sliding 
walls. Partitions which turn around 
corners are also available.

VERTICAL GLAZING

Roché design and install Weinor’s glass room systems. The Terrazza glass roof 
can be installed independently, or combined with sliding walls and door 
elements to form the enclosed Glasoase room. The entire installation can be 
customised, from the shape and size of the roof, right down to whether the 
walls are fixed in place or whether they slide or turn. With complete control 
over every aspect, it is possible to create the perfect glass extension. Ideal for 
restaurants, cafés, bars situated within gardens, golf courses or country estates.

GLASOASE

Weinor’s Glasoase is a unique feature. 
It combines the benefits of being 
outdoors and indoors with virtually 
uninterrupted views. Customise the 
Terrazza and glazing elements for a 
completely bespoke room.

Manage shading and temperatures with 
Weinor’s compatible roof and vertical 
awnings. Accessories include lighting bars 
and infrared heaters which can be 
integrated into the roof or room’s fixtures.

ACCESSORIES



1. W17-C sliding wall - multiple running tracks allow panels to move past each other
2. Terrazza glass roof with the Sottezza under glass awning
3. The complete Glasoase with a combination of sliding and fixed walls
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Roché Systems 
The Fort Offices, Artillery Business Park,
Park Hall, Oswestry, Shropshire, SY11 4AD
www.rochesystems.co.uk

Free Survey
Nationwide Service
ISO 9001 : 2001 Certified
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